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If one wants to study privacy from an intercultural perspective, one must first validate whether there are any
cultural variations in the concept of “privacy” itself. This study systematically examines cultural differences
in collective privacy management strategies, and highlights methodological precautions that must be taken
in quantitative intercultural privacy research. Using survey data of 498 Facebook users from the US, Singapore, and South Korea, we test the validity and cultural invariance of the measurement model and predictive
model associated with collective privacy management. The results show that the measurement model is only
partially culturally invariant, indicating that social media users in different countries interpret the same instruments in different ways. Also, cross-national comparisons of the structural model show that causal pathways from collective privacy management strategies to privacy-related outcomes vary significantly across
countries. The findings suggest significant cultural variations in privacy management practices, both with
regard to the conceptualization of its theoretical constructs, and with respect to causal pathways.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As privacy risks have become omnipresent and increasingly unpredictable in today’s networked
society, privacy management has been a salient issue for consumers, researchers, and practitioners.
Numerous studies have shown that privacy remains a primary factor shaping user interactions
with new technologies, particularly with social and collaborative technologies [60, 104, 123].
Recently, researchers have proposed new conceptualizations and operationalizations of privacy management to understand users’ privacy practices as collaborative processes, since privacy
in networked environments (e.g., social media) inherently requires interpersonal or group-level
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coordination by multiple stakeholders [26, 59, 80, 122]. Several conceptual models, such as collaborative privacy management [47], collective privacy management [98], and interpersonal privacy
management [59] have been proposed to capture the collective and collaborative process of privacy management in networked environments. Although these studies have advanced the concept
of privacy management, there are a few notable gaps in previous research, which should be further
addressed by researchers in order to advance our understanding of privacy.
Here we consider “collective privacy management” as the management of collectively-managed
information (e.g., information published on social networks), which can be accomplished using
either collaborative strategies or individual strategies. For instance, social networking site (SNS)
users negotiate “rule of thumbs” about sharing tagged photos and discuss how to protect each
other’s private information [11, 59]. They also regulate interpersonal boundaries using “friends
only” or “secrete group” features to restrict access to a selected group of individuals [103]. Researchers who pursue a quantitative approach have redefined and expanded earlier conceptual
models of collective privacy management by adding new, but potentially overlapping, constructs
and scales. Evidence for their validity is mostly based on exploratory factor analysis focusing on
dimensionality or factorial purity [26, 33]. Other important aspects of measurement validity (such
as convergent validity, discriminant validity, and predictive validity) should be confirmed through
rigorous validity analyses, which is essential for the development of a robust measurement for a
proper evaluation, analysis, and understanding of privacy practices in networked environments.
Given that privacy is a global phenomenon that is culturally shaped [5, 27], the confirmation of
measurement validity or a causal/predictive model in a single country may not guarantee its applicability across different cultures. Research has shown the cultural embeddedness of many social
dynamics on social media, including social capital formation and relationship maintenance [46, 52],
suggesting that collective privacy management may also have culturally specific aspects. However,
most studies on collective privacy management to date have been conducted in a single country
(mostly in the US), and we do not know to what degree collective privacy management has the
same theoretical structure and psychological properties across different cultures. As Steenkamp
and Baumgartner [99] correctly noted, if a construct or research model that was validated in one
country is applied to another country without taking additional precautions, conclusions based on
a comparison of the results are at best ambiguous and at worst erroneous.
The purpose of this study is to address the aforementioned gap. First, drawing on previous theories and studies about privacy [3, 26, 47, 82, 122], we refine and extend measurement scales of
collective privacy management to aptly capture aspects of privacy management strategies that
Facebook users employ. Second, we validate the construct validity of the measures in a single
country by conducting a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) on our US sample. Third, we perform
a structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis to examine the predictive validity of the measures
in the US sample, i.e., the degree to which the construct of privacy management can predict associated outcomes such as perceived privacy control and self-disclosure on Facebook. Fourth, we test
whether the same measurement model and casual model can be applied to two other countries,
namely South Korea and Singapore.
In doing so, this study aims to contribute to the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and privacy research community by (a) proposing a theory-based culturally robust measurement of collective privacy management; (b) specifying cultural differences in collective privacy management
strategies; and (c) proposing methodological precautions that must be taken in quantitative intercultural or cross-national privacy research. The results show that the original measurement model
is only partially invariant and that the causal model varies across countries, suggesting a cultural
sensitivity of privacy management both with regard to the conceptualization of its theoretical
constructs and with respect to causal pathways.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review previous literature related to collective privacy management, and cross-cultural studies about privacy and information
practices.1 We then present the results, progressing from the measurement model test (US) to the
predictive/causal model test (US), the multiple-group measurement model invariance/equivalence
test (three country samples), and the predictive/causal model (comparison between the three samples). Finally, we discuss implications for research and practice.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Advancement of Privacy Conceptualization
New technological developments, such as the advent of audio recordings in the 19th century, television, the Internet, and, more recently, social media, often intrude into personal life and affairs,
and thus threaten “the right of privacy” or “the right to be let alone” [116]. To preserve personal
space, individuals engage in privacy management, which is defined as “the voluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person from the general society through physical or psychological means”
[118, p. 7]. From this perspective, privacy is conceptualized as personal control or autonomy with
which individuals “determine when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others” [118, p. 7].
Many researchers have claimed that privacy is an inherently social issue, to the extent that it
involves coordination and conflict between multiple parties, and that it should thus be conceptualized as a collective issue [4, 5, 47, 84]. Once personal information is disclosed to others, the
private information is co-owned and co-managed by multiple stakeholders, and the boundary of
information changes from a personal boundary to a boundary that is collectively upheld. Because
co-ownership entails responsibility to protect the shared information, people coordinate, commit
to rules and norms concerning privacy management, and follow them when managing interpersonal boundaries [83, 84]. This results in collective control over the flow of private information
within and across social units such as families, groups, and organizations. From this perspective,
the privacy of information is managed by a dynamic and recursive process, whereby members
negotiate and redefine interpersonal, interactional, and territorial boundaries [3, 4, 6]. Therefore,
a proper understanding of psychological aspects of privacy must include the interplay of people,
their social world, and their physical environment [3, 66].
Privacy scholars have conceptualized this interpersonal or collective process of privacy management using different terms, such as collaborative privacy management [47, 97], communication
privacy management (CPM) [84], networked privacy management [26], collective privacy management [98], collective information practice [37], and interpersonal privacy management [59]. In this
study, we use the term “collective privacy management” to describe and explore this phenomenon.
While “collaborative privacy management” refers to collaborative actions and decision-makings
related to privacy [47], collective privacy management includes both individual and collaborative processes through which multiple stakeholders (including individuals, social ties, and groups)
manage shared personal information. Because privacy management occurs at both the individual
and the collective levels [33, 59], we choose a broader conceptualization that subsumes both autonomous privacy actions and collaborative/interdependent boundary regulations through which
users manage privacy in a communal/networked environment.

1 For

the sake of brevity, we focus on a few central themes in our literature review. Appendix B complements this core
literature review and provides a summary of the key findings of twice as many other empirical studies related to privacy,
culture, and information disclosure.
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2.2 Theoretical Frameworks of Collective Privacy Management
HCI scholars have shown strong interest in designing effective mechanisms to support privacy
management in collaborative or collective online settings [7, 10, 19, 20, 56, 97, 98]. Researchers
have also focused on challenges in privacy management in SNSs [33, 39, 60, 69]. Due to the interconnectedness of SNS data (e.g., group photos) and context collapse (e.g., flattening of discrete
social circles, such as friends, families, and colleagues into one large network), the ownership of
and control over private information is distributed across multiple parties [114].
Several technological mechanisms for collective privacy management have been proposed by
HCI scholars [7, 97, 98]. However, it is claimed that theoretical conceptualizations and understandings of collective privacy management are yet to be advanced to guide such design efforts [47]. A
few attempts have been made to develop conceptual models of collective privacy management and
to uncover its underlying dimensions. Most of these studies rely on Altman’s theory of privacy
and Petronio’s CPM theory as theoretical frameworks.
Altman [3, 4] broadens the concept of privacy by analyzing privacy at multiunit levels (e.g.,
across individuals, groups, time, cultures, and the environment). He points out the dialectical nature of privacy [3]: for effective functioning of a group, members must disclose their personal
information to others but must, at the same time, also protect their personal space in order to
enjoy a private life and autonomy. People balance the competing needs for privacy and for disclosure through interpersonal boundary regulation processes [3, 4]. Privacy regulation is a dynamic process rather than a state, to the extent that people change the desired level of privacy
in response to changes in internal states and external conditions (e.g., cultural differences or the
physical environment, such as social crowding and population density). While traditional privacy
studies emphasize autonomous and independent control over informational output to others, Altman conceptualizes privacy management as a bi-directional process of regulating both input from
others (e.g., others’ visits, glances or noise) and output to others (disclosures to others), which
are regulated through a variety of behavioral, interpersonal mechanisms including verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal behaviors as well as environmental mechanisms, “such as personal space and
territoriality, and culturally defined styles of responding” [5, p. 66].
Petronio’s [82, 84, 85] theory of CPM is built on Altman’s dialectic conception of privacy. The
CPM theory extends Altman’s theory of privacy by explicating the ways in which privacy rules
and norms are developed through collaborative negotiations. According to the CPM, the boundary regulation process is managed by formulating and coordinating three key boundary rules in a
group: boundary ownership, permeability (or access control), and linkages. Boundary ownership
refers to specifying or negotiating co-ownership of private information (e.g., ownership of a group
photo in Facebook) and deciding rules and norms about co-ownership. Permeability regulations
refer to controlling access to the private information. Boundaries around private information can
be more or less permeable (i.e., thick and thin boundaries), as people enact various levels of boundary access and protection rules depending on the perceived risk or consequences of information
disclosure. Linkage regulations refer to how the boundary can be extended through members’ social connections. In summary, through interpersonal boundary management processes, members
collaboratively decide who is involved in owning private information and what rules should be applied to co-ownership (i.e., boundary ownership), what information can be accessed by whom and
how much access is granted (permeability/access), and how the linkages to potential co-owners
are established through current members’ personal networks (linkages).
2.3

Empirical Studies and Underlying Dimensions of Collective Privacy Management

Early work on privacy in SNSs focused primarily on users’ information disclosure behavior [55, 59,
63, 101, 105]. Limiting disclosure is not the only way in which social network users can regulate
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their privacy, though, and in recent years researchers have therefore expanded their view beyond
information disclosure boundaries, to include the regulation of relational, territorial, interactional,
and network boundaries [78, 122]. Consistent with the theoretical frameworks reviewed above,
this research shows that SNS users engage in a wide range of privacy management strategies to
regulate privacy in a communal/networked environment. For instance, SNS users engage in interpersonal boundary regulations by segregating their interaction with different audiences using
a “friends only” profile [103]. Users also manage their networks by creating multiple profiles on
SNSs to prevent different social circles from overlapping (i.e., context collapse) [104]. In line with
Altman [3], Facebook users not only regulate information output to others but also actively manage input from others because they are concerned about others posting on their timeline [45].
Efforts in the management of privacy risk in social media often comprise a collaborative practice. This includes, for example, negotiating the ownership of photos with multiple users and
co-managing these photos [11, 59], and establishing privacy norms and determining the appropriateness of co-owned content together with friends [33].
Several studies have proposed more comprehensive conceptual models to identify underlying
dimensions of collective privacy management. Collaborative and collective processes have been
found to be key elements of privacy management strategies in social media contexts [79, 114,
122]. Using semistructured interviews and focus-groups, Lampinen and colleagues [59] presented
a multidimensional model of privacy management strategies in the context of SNSs: behavioral vs.
mental, preventive vs. corrective strategies, and individual vs. collaborative. In addition to behavioral strategies, SNS users often rely on mental strategies, such as simply trusting each other in
terms of privacy protection and expecting that their privacy efforts will be reciprocated by their
friends. SNS users not only employ preventive strategies (e.g., discriminant information sharing)
but also corrective strategies (e.g., untagging, coordinated content removal) to deal with unexpected or unintended outcomes (i.e., boundary turbulence according to the CPM [82]). These coping mechanisms occur at both individual and collaborative levels.
Similarly, Wisniewski and colleagues [122] distinguished between technology-supported boundary mechanisms, behaviors supported through SNS interface controls, and coping mechanisms that
users devise outside of these interface features. They identified seven behavioral boundary coping mechanisms, namely filtering, ignoring, blocking, withdrawal, aggression, compromise, and
compliance.
Relatively fewer studies adopted a quantitative approach. Drawing on Altman’s theory of privacy [3, 4] and the CPM theory [82, 84], Cho and Filippova [26] proposed a four-dimensional
model of networked privacy management. Using focus-group interviews and survey data, the
model uncovered four underlying dimensions (i.e., information control, preventive, corrective,
and collaborative strategies) of networked privacy management strategies that reflect both individual and group-level processes, preventive and corrective, technological, and behavioral coping
mechanisms.
Drawing on the CPM theory, Jia and Xu [47] developed a three-dimensional model of collaborative privacy management. The study confirmed that there are three underlying dimensions of
collaborative privacy management: boundary ownership management (e.g., coordinated ownership specification), boundary permeability management (e.g., accessibility control), and boundary
linkages management (e.g., in-out group). The study also validated an instrument (with nine survey items) using survey data and SEM analyses.
As noted earlier, however, research on collective privacy management is still nascent, and further research is yet to be conducted to assess whether these research frameworks (and their associated constructs) are not only valid, but also extendable from one country (typically the US) to
other countries.
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Table 1. A Multidimensional Model of Collective Privacy Management Strategies

Dimensions
Collaborative
strategies

Boundary
regulation
process
Co-ownership
management

Levels/coping types
Interpersonal & group
levels/behavioral coping

Information control

Permeability
management

Preventive
strategies

Permeability
management

Corrective
strategies

Permeability
management

Network
management
strategies
Audience control
strategies

Linkages
management

Interpersonal &
individual levels/
behavioral coping
Individual level/
behavioral coping

Accessibility &
extension
management

Individual level/
technology-supported
coping

Individual level/
behavioral & mental
coping
Interpersonal &
individual levels/
behavioral coping &
technology-supported
coping

Examples
Coordinated rule
settings; Negotiation
of co-ownership
Discriminant
information sharing
Accessibility control
(e.g., segregated
groups, friends
only); Visibility
control (e.g., timeline
review)
(Coordinated)
content removal
(e.g., untagging)
Network/boundary
extension (filtering
out, filtering in)
Access control (e.g.,
privacy settings)

2.4 Conceptualization of Collective Privacy and Key Dimensions
In sum, the literature reviewed above suggests that collective privacy management is multifaceted
and multidimensional, but different works propose different sets of dimensions of collective
privacy management. Narrow conceptualizations of collective privacy management can lead
to an incomplete (and potentially inaccurate) understanding of user behavior and/or mask
important differences in privacy management across individuals, groups, and cultures. Privacy
management occurs at multiple levels (individual, interpersonal, group, and network levels).
Through autonomous and interdependent actions and processes, SNS users manage three
fundamental aspects of boundary regulations: boundary ownership, permeability, and linkages.
Privacy management is also a dynamic process such that members not only develop preventive
measures (preventive strategies) but also coordinate post-hoc actions and strategies (corrective
strategies for boundary turbulence). This can be done through technology-supported privacy
management as well as a variety of behavioral, mental, and interpersonal coping mechanisms.
To analyze such a comprehensive notion of collective privacy management, we propose the
following conceptual model of collective privacy management in this study that combines and
extends the previous conceptualizations reviewed above. The model includes six dimensions of
collective privacy management reflecting multiple levels (individual and group level), regulation
processes (ownership, permeability, and linkages), and types (preventive vs. corrective, behavioral
vs. mental vs. technical) (see Table 1 for details). These levels, regulation processes, and types can
be exhaustively combined, but such an extremely granular partitioning of privacy management
strategies arguably belies users’ own conceptual understanding of the strategies they use. Rather,
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our conceptual model draws on various existing models for its dimensional structure [26, 47],
which we indeed validate in our study. Although our conceptual model may not be exhaustive, it
subsumes all fundamental aspects of collective privacy management, which allows for comprehensive analyses of its multiple dimensions across cultures/countries. In appendix A, we list for each
dimension the specific types of privacy management strategies that social media users employ in
the context of SNSs.
2.5 Cross-Cultural Variance in Privacy Management
According to Altman [5], privacy regulation is a culturally universal and pervasive process as
the psychological viability of an individual or a group is essentially dependent on the ability to
control social interaction with others (i.e., interpersonal boundary control). However, while the
existence of a privacy regulation process may be universal, recent research has shown that people
differ substantially in the specific privacy management strategy that they choose to implement
[120], possibly motivated by their personal communication style [77]. Moreover, privacy regulation strategies may be culturally unique, to the extent that personal privacy rules and strategies
are the behavioral manifestations of cultural traits. For instance, the Javanese practice of speaking softly and hiding their feelings, and the Japanese strong consensus on refraining from sharing
overheard information manifest collectively shared and culturally specific privacy practices [73,
118]. Europeans tend to consider privacy a fundamental human right, whereas people in the US
regard it as something that can be negotiated through social or legal contracts [93].
Thus, while the need for privacy regulation may be culturally universal, the specific behavioral
mechanisms and techniques used to regulate the desired level of privacy and social interactions
may differ across cultures. In Altman’s words, “privacy is a universal process that involves culturally unique regulatory mechanisms” [5, p. 66]. Accordingly, it has been claimed that “all cultures
have evolved mechanisms by which members can regulate privacy, but that the particular pattern
of mechanisms may differ across cultures. Thus, to examine privacy as a cross-cultural phenomenon, the level of analysis must be shifted from particular privacy behaviors to a more holistic,
patternlike analysis” [5, p. 70].
2.6

Cross-Country Comparisons of Privacy/Information Behavior Online

Though privacy theorists/scholars have proposed privacy regulation as a culturally specific process, there is a lack of empirical studies that examine cross-cultural variation in privacy practices
on SNS, and the role of culture in privacy management and regulation. People’s perceptions and
behavioral responses towards online privacy can vary across countries because online users in different countries are used to country-specific cultural norms and legal systems that tend to favor different values and interests, such as collective over individual interests or autonomy/independence
over bondage/interdependence [65, 107].
Several studies examined cross-national differences in privacy/information behavior using the
notion of national cultures, such as individualism and collectivism [17, 18, 27, 61, 67]. While individualists favor personal rights, autonomy, independence, and privacy, collectivists are more
likely to emphasize shared values and goals in close, committed, and strong relationships [75, 110,
111]. The tendency of individuals in collectivistic cultures to cooperate and reinforce mutual goals
could be associated with greater willingness to disclose personal information [27]. As such, collectivists place less emphasis on keeping personal information private since they are used to sharing
information about themselves freely in order to maintain such strong bonds with others.
A few empirical studies lend support for this proposition. For instance, Cao and Everard [18]
noted that individuals with high uncertainty avoidance scores would naturally avoid uncertainty
about their personal information by limiting others’ access. Kim and Yun [52] found that to
avoid information access by unwanted friends, Koreans choose to close their own homepages
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temporarily rather than de-friend anyone because of their valuation of Jeong, a feeling which
stresses relational interdependence. Li et al. [61] studied information disclosure across eight
different countries, and demonstrated that participants in individualistic countries were less likely
to accept disclosure for automation and customization, whereas participants in collectivistic
countries were relatively more likely to accept disclosure if it benefits the community.
3 STUDY FOCUS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our work moves beyond existing privacy research in two important ways. First of all, moving
beyond mere information disclosure behavior, our work covers collective privacy management as
a broader approach to privacy management. Second, our work addresses how culture influences
users’ collective privacy management strategies. While each of these issues has been looked at individually already, ours is arguably the first to take both steps simultaneously, thereby implementing Altman’s suggestion of conducting a “holistic, patternlike analysis” and directly evaluating his
claim that privacy is managed using a “particular pattern of mechanisms [that] may differ across
cultures” [5, p. 66].
Our cross-national analysis of collective privacy management strategies also allows us to
validate more carefully the instrument that we developed to measure privacy management in
collective/communal settings such as SNSs. Using multiple-group CFA we can not only conduct
convergent and discriminant validity tests, but also address the topic of measurement noninvariance, i.e. “whether instruments designed to measure the relevant constructs are cross-nationally
invariant” [99]. If a measurement lacks invariance, findings from a cross-national study based on
that measure could be ambiguous or erroneous because we do not know whether cross-national
differences observed in a study are due to structural differences between countries, or perhaps
because people from different cultures interpret or respond to an instrument in a different way.
Finally, our study includes several consequences of privacy management, and we can thus determine whether the presumed causal links between collective privacy management and these
consequences differ per country.
In other words, we can ask the following research questions when we analyze a single country
only:
RQ1: Does our measurement model of collective privacy management have convergent and
discriminant validity in this country?
RQ2: What consequences are associated with collective privacy management in this country?
When addressing multiple countries, we can ask the above questions for each country, and additionally the following research questions:
RQ3: Does the measurement of collective privacy management differ significantly per
country?
RQ4: Do the consequences associated with collective privacy management differ significantly
per country?
We thus make three distinct contributions: Our methodological contribution consists of the introduction of measurement invariance testing to the HCI community.2 Our theoretical contribution
consists of an evaluation of the culturally different patterns of privacy management and their consequences, as suggested by Altman [5]. Our practical contribution is a culturally robust instrument
for measuring collective privacy management. We will reflect upon these three contributions in
the discussion section of our article.
2 In

fact, we found only a single paper in the entire ACM Digital Library mentioning the term.
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Fig. 1. Research model: Multiple dimensions of CPM strategies and their impacts on self-disclosure.

To test these research questions, we evaluate the research model displayed in Figure 1. We consider six dimensions of collective privacy management, each measured with multiple indicators
(further explained in Section 4.2). We evaluate the measurement characteristics of these collective
privacy management dimensions, as well as their presumed causal effects on users’ self-disclosure,
which is measured in terms of amount, valence, and accuracy (also further explained in Section 4.2).
We argue that the ability to engage in collective privacy management may increase the amount and
accuracy of disclosure, and remove social barriers toward posting negative posts. We argue that
this is partially due to the collective privacy management strategies giving them more meaningful
control over their privacy and information. Perceived control thus acts as a potential mediator
between collective privacy management and self-disclosure.
Theoretically, perceived privacy control refers to a person’s belief that s/he can control and protect his/her own private and personal information online. The construct is related to perceived
control that is defined as the belief about the extent to which a person has control over the environment [87]. Perceived control has been thoroughly defined in many theories such as self-efficacy
[8] and the theory of planned behavior [2]. Perceived control is predictive of behavior such that
people who are confident in attaining a goal are more likely to enact a target behavior [2].
Perceived control may have a differential impact on self-discourse. On the one hand, having a
positive outlook motivates people to engage in goal-attainment efforts [31, 89]. Therefore, SNS
users with high levels of perceived information control, believing that a goal (privacy protection/
information control) is achievable, engage in conscious information control, leading to selective
and reduced self-disclosure [9]. On the other hand, perceived control over information reduces
perceived risks of information disclosure, which results in higher levels of disclosure. Stutzman
and colleagues [101] and Vitak [113] found that Facebook users who employed privacy settings
(i.e., friend lists) revealed more personal information in their profiles because they perceive that
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they have effective means to avoid privacy risks. In addition, a high level of perceived control
often promotes complacency rather than effective goal-relevant behavior such as self-protection
behavior [117]. For instance, Brandimarte and colleagues [12] document a “control paradox” such
that people who experience more perceived control over limited aspects of privacy sometimes
respond by revealing more information, to the point where they end up more vulnerable to privacy
risks. Taken together, we predict that perceived control plays an important mediating role to the
extent that the enactment of privacy management strategies increase perceived control, which in
turn (positively or negatively) affects self-disclosure.
4 METHOD
4.1 Sample and Data Collection
Data for this study were collected through online surveys (N = 498) administered by a professional
online research company (Qualtrics). Eligibility was restricted to Facebook users who are older
than 18 (US and South Korea) and 21 (Singapore) and who visited their Facebook page at least once
every two weeks. We chose Facebook as the study context because it is the most popular SNS in the
three countries (it has 2.2 billion monthly active users globally as of the first quarter of 2018 (https://
www.statista.com/statistics/264810/number-of-monthly-active-facebook-users-worldwide/).
We collected data from three countries, Singapore, South Korea, and the US, to ensure that our
research model can be applied to both Eastern and Western cultures. We chose the US as a base
group because most research and measurement models of privacy are based on US samples. South
Korea and Singapore were chosen as comparison groups because they represent Eastern cultures
(one in East Asia and the other in Southeast Asia) and have among the highest percentage of
Internet users in Asia. According to Hofstede’s national culture indices [44], US scores 91 on individualism (which is the highest among 81 countries), while Singapore and South Korea score 20
and 18, respectively. Previous intercultural privacy studies used these countries as representative
for their respective cultures (e.g., individualism and collectivism) [22, 27, 28, 62, 81, 88]. Therefore,
we argue that—with certain reservations outlined in our limitations section—the selection of these
three countries allows us to assign cultural significance to cross-country differences. We performed
back-translation to ensure that the original (English) and translated (Korean) questionnaires had
the same linguistic interpretations for all subjects. The three countries are economically developed,
have well-established ICT infrastructures and services, and have relatively high Facebook penetration rates. These similarities help remove factors that can potentially confound cross-cultural
comparisons.
Participants were randomly selected from an online panel recruited by Qualtrics. The panel is an
opt-in, privacy-protected participant pool. It consists of over 20 million panelists (6 million members in North America and 6.4 million in Asia Pacific). The research company runs regular benchmarking surveys to ensure their panelists are representative of the larger Internet population.
A total of 498 (Singapore: 166, South Korea: 166, and the US: 166) respondents participated in
the survey. The ratio of females was 44.6% in Singapore, 53% in South Korea, and 44% in US. The
mean age was 38.77 (SD = 11.51) for the Singapore sample, 34.30 (SD = 11.10) for the South Korea
sample, and 43.22 (SD = 14.10) for the US sample. The majority of the Singapore sample (n = 124,
74.7%), the South Korea sample (n = 92, 55.4%) and the U.S. sample (n = 110, 66.3%) had more than
81 Facebook friends.
4.2

Measures

We employed several prevalidated scales adapted from previous studies, and instruments developed by the authors, to assess variables in the research model. A 7-point Likert-type scale was
used for all measures. Measurement items and descriptive statistics are reported in Appendix A.
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4.2.1 Self-disclosure. Wheeless and Grotz’ [119] General Disclosiveness Scale was employed to
assess the degree to which Facebook users disclose personal information via Facebook. For this
analysis, three of the subscales were used: amount, accuracy, and valence.
• Amount refers to the frequency and duration of information revealed, which was assessed
by six items (e.g., “I often discuss my feelings about myself on Facebook,” Cronbach’s α =
.92).
• Accuracy refers to the degree of accuracy and sincerity in the act of disclosing information,
and was assessed using two items (e.g., “I always feel completely sincere when I reveal my
own feelings and experiences on Facebook,” α = .82).
• Valence refers to the extent disclosure is positive or negative, and was assessed with three
items (e.g., “I usually disclose negative things about myself on Facebook,” α = .93).
4.2.2 Perceived Privacy Control. We employed a single-item (i.e., “Managing personal information on Facebook is entirely within my control”) in order to assess control beliefs related to privacy
and information disclosure on Facebook.
4.2.3 Collective Privacy Management Strategies. In order to capture broader aspects of collective
privacy management, we developed new items and scales and combined them with the multidimensional scales adapted from Cho and Filippova [26], which include five items adapted from the
interpersonal privacy management scale developed by Stutzman and Kramer-Duffield [103]. As
noted earlier, we chose this measure for cross-cultural validation because it assesses comprehensive aspects of collective privacy management, which allows for identifying a set of core dimensions and items that can be shared across cultures. The original instrument consists of 19 items,
assessing four dimensions of networked privacy management such as collaborative, corrective,
preventive, and information control strategies. We employed a total of 35 items (including 16 newly
constructed items) to assess six dimensions of privacy management strategies, which include two
additional dimensions such as network management and audience control strategies. Of these, five
items (two items from preventive strategies and three from information control strategies) were
removed from the final measurement model because preliminary exploratory and confirmatory
factor analyses showed that these items had factor loadings below .5. Table 1 and Appendix A
provide details about each dimension.
• Corrective strategies refer to the use of existing privacy management features (e.g., untagging) and coordinated content removal strategies to control the visibility of unwanted content posted about a profile owner (7-item scale: e.g., “I untag myself from photos my friends
uploaded,” α = .96).
• Preventive strategies refer to preventing information leakage by constraining interpersonal/network boundaries and access (4-item scale: e.g., “I make use of friend lists to restrict
the audience of my posts to certain individuals” α = .80).
• Collaborative strategies refer to explicit coordination mechanisms (e.g., co-ownership specification) and interpersonal actions to collectively manage each other’s privacy (7-item scale;
e.g., “My friends and I negotiate ‘rules of thumb’ about sharing content concerning ourselves,” α = .95).
• Information control strategies refer to controlling for the type of information considering an
“imagined” audience through discriminant sharing (3-item scale; e.g., “I adjust content of
my post based on who I think will see it,” α = .84).
• Network management strategies refer to controlling Facebook network by filtering out
strangers (3-item scale; e.g., “I do not use Facebook to make contact with people whom
I never heard of.” α = .89).
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Table 2. The Results of CFA for Each Country Testing the Model Fit of the Baseline Measurement Model

Country

Model fits
(CFI > .90, TLI > .90, RMSEA < .08)
χ 2 (df)
CFI TLI
RMSEA
(90% C.I.)

Convergent
validity
(AVE > .5)
Lowest AVE
among latent
factors

US

761.567
(385)***

.926

.917

.077
(.069–.085)

.529
(preventive
strategies)

SG

678.600
(385)***

.938

.920

.068
(.059–.076)

.533
(preventive
strategies)

KR

659.242
(386)***

.942

.935

.065
(.057–.074)

.474
(preventive
strategies)

Discriminant
validity
(AVE > r2 )
Highest squared
correlation
between latent
factors
.648
(between
preventive and
collaborative)
.465
(between
preventive and
information
control)
.278
(between
preventive and
information
control)

Note: The results show that the measurement model is adequate across countries.
***p <.001.

• Audience control strategies refer to regulating the types of audiences who can view the participants’ posts on Facebook or contact them (e.g., “6-item scale; e.g., “I adjust Facebook
preference settings to control who can view my posts,” α = .96).
5 RESULTS
5.1 Baseline Measurement Model (RQ1)
A CFA was conducted to check whether the measurement model has an adequate model fit, and
whether the factors display convergent and discriminant validity, in the US sample. A CFA measurement model establishes relationships between indicators (questionnaire items) and factors (the
latent representations of the constructs measured by these items). The baseline model includes six
latent factors of collective privacy management, such as corrective strategies, collaborative strategies, preventive strategies, information control strategies, network management strategies, and
audience control strategies. All latent factors were allowed to be correlated with each other.
The results showed that the original measurement model was generally acceptable. Model fit indices were within acceptable ranges (Comparative Fit Index [CFI] >.90, Tucker-Lewis Index [TLI]
>.90, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation [RMSEA] <.08; see Table 2 and Appendix A for
details). CFI, TLI, and RMSEA are chosen as model fit indices as they represent different approaches
(incremental measure vs. absolute measure of fit) of evaluating the degree to which the specified
model is consistent with the observed data. Convergent validity tests whether the items that are
meant to measure each construct are sufficiently strongly related to constitute a robust measurement scale. Convergent validity is supported when indicators load significantly on their respective
factors, and the average variance extracted (AVE) from the items of each factors is higher than .50.
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The results of CFA confirmed that all standardized factor loadings exceeded .6, and were statistically significant (p < .001). All latent factors had an AVE higher than .50, suggesting adequate
levels of convergent validity.
Discriminant validity tests whether pairs of latent factors are sufficiently different from one
another to constitute conceptually distinct constructs. According to Kenny [50], discriminant validity is supported when the intercorrelation between latent factors is lower than .85. Other rules
of thumb suggest that the correlation should be smaller than the square root of the AVE of each
factor.
The results showed that the square root of each latent variable’s AVE was greater than its correlations with other latent factors, except for preventive strategies. This indicates adequate discriminant validity, except for preventive strategies, which had relatively weak discriminant validity.
Specifically, the correlation between preventive strategies and collaborative strategies (r = .801)
was only marginally below the benchmark and larger than the square root of AVE (.727) for preventive strategies. Thus, we conducted two additional tests for discriminant validity as suggested
by Kenny [50] and Gefen et al. [40]. First, a constrained discriminant validity test was conducted
in which the correlation between preventive strategies and collaborative strategies was set to the
perfect correlation (1.0). The chi-square test shows the original, unconstrained model to be a better fit (Δχ 2 (1) = 55.114, p < 001). Next, an alternative chi-square difference test was conducted by
combining two highly correlated variables into one and running the model again. The chi-square
difference was significant (Δχ 2 (5) = 66.269, p < 001), suggesting that the original, six factor model
to be a better fit. Overall, model fit indices worsened when alternative models were tested. The
results of tests confirmed that our measurement model of CPM with six CPM constructs has adequate convergent and discriminant validities, though the distinction between preventive strategies
and collaborative strategies was not optimal in the US sample.
5.2 Baseline Structural Model (RQ2)
A structural model was tested using the US sample, in which the amount, valence and accuracy
of information disclosure3 were regressed on the collective privacy management strategies, using
perceived control as a potential mediator. The valence scale was reverse coded so that higher values
indicate positive valence.
The model was trimmed by iteratively removing nonsignificant effects. Figure 2 shows the resulting model, which has an acceptable model fit (CFI = .94, TLI = .94, RMSEA = .069).
Corrective strategies have an effect on the amount and valence of information disclosure; US
Facebook users who employ corrective strategies disclose more about themselves, and their posts
have more negative tendencies. Collaborative strategies have a similar effect on the amount and valence of information disclosure, but these effects are now partially mediated by perceived control.
Collaborative strategies also have an effect on the accuracy of information disclosure that is fully
mediated by perceived control. This mediation effect suggests that US Facebook users who employ
collaborative strategies disclose more about themselves, and are more sincere and more negative,
due to an increase in perceived control. Surprisingly, information control strategies have an opposite
effect on the amount and valence of information disclosure. In other words, US Facebook users who
employ information control strategies disclose less about themselves, and their posts have more
positive tendencies. Finally, network management strategies, preventive strategies, and audience control strategies have no effect on the amount, valence, and accuracy of information disclosure.
In sum, the results suggest that three of the collective privacy measures (corrective, collaborative, and information control strategies) have an effect on the amount and valence of information
3 The

information disclosure factors showed convergent and discriminant validity.
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Fig. 2. Predictive model on the US Sample: The paths represent the significant effects of CPM dimensions
on self-disclosure (∗∗p < .01, ∗∗∗p < .001). Three privacy management strategies (information control, corrective, and collaborative) had a significant impact on self-disclosure.

disclosure (with the latter having an opposite effect). Only collaborative strategies have an effect
on the accuracy of disclosure, which is mediated by perceived control.
5.3 Measurement Model Invariance Tests (RQ3)
Next, we proceed to examine the equivalence of measurement model across three sampling sites by
conducting three measurement invariance tests such as configural, metric, and scalar invariance.
If measurement invariance can be demonstrated, then the participants across all country groups
interpret the individual questions, as well as the underlying latent factor, in the same way. First,
we tested configural model invariance, i.e., whether the latent variables can consist of the same set
of indicators across groups. Scholars [99, 115] suggested that configural model invariance can be
examined by (a) running separate CFAs for each group and (b) checking whether model fits are
adequate across the board. They also recommend to use alternative model fit indices (e.g., CFI,
TLI, RMSEA) in addition to chi-square statistics. Table 2 and Appendix A summarize the results
of baseline CFA for each country. The results show that alternative model fits, convergent validity
(AVEs > .50), and discriminant validity (AVEs > the highest squared correlations with other latent
factors) were adequate across the board. Standardized factor loadings of all measurement items
exceeded .6 and were statistically significant (p < .001).
Two exceptions were found. As noted earlier (see Section 5.1), preventive strategies had relatively weak discriminant validity in the US model. We also found that the same construct had
marginal convergent validity in the Korean sample (AVE in Korea = .474). Because of the size of
correlation matrix among six factors of collective privacy management, which includes 45 estimates (15 intercorrelations × 3 groups), some violations can occur simply due to chance [15].
Therefore, we posit that at least a reasonable extent of convergent and discriminant validity was
established in this study.
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Table 3. The Results of Measurement Invariance Tests Showing Changes in Model Fit
from the Configural Invariance Model to the Scalar Invariance Model

Name
Configural
model
Full metric
invariance

χ 2 (df)
2099.409
(1156)***
2192.533
(1204)***

3

Partial
metric
invariance

2156.372
(1200)***

4

Scalar (full
invariance)

2235.565
(1244)***

Model
1
2

Δχ 2 (df)

CFI
.935

TLI
.927

RMSEA
.070

93.124
(48)***

.932

.927

.070

56.963 (44)
(p > .09)
Compared
with
configural
model
79.193 (44)*
Compared
with partial
metric
invariance

.934

.929

.069

.932

.929

.069

–

Notes

Factor
loadings
constrained
Two factor
loadings of
information
control were
unconstrained
Factor
loadings and
intercepts
constrained.

Note: The results support partial metric invariance (i.e., model 3 in the table). *p <.05, ***p <.001.

We also estimated a baseline model in line with configural invariance, which estimates the same
factor model in the three countries simultaneously, but imposes no further constraints on the
model in terms of loadings and intercepts. The fit of the configural invariance model was satisfactory. Although the chi-square was significant (χ 2 [1156] = 2099.409, p < .001), the RMSEA of .070
indicated an acceptable fit, and the two other alternative indices were also above the commonly
recommended .90 level (CFI = .935, TLI = .927). Therefore, we posit that a configural model is
established.
Second, we tested full metric invariance by constraining the factor loadings to be invariant across
countries. Metric invariance tests whether the strength of the relationship between each factor and
its associated items (reflected in the factor loading) are the same across countries. When invariance of factor loadings is demonstrated (i.e., metric invariance), the underlying latent variables
are measured in the same way in all groups. As such, predictive relationships (e.g., antecedents
and consequences of collective privacy management strategies) can be meaningfully compared
across countries. The test of metric invariance requires that the fit of the constrained model (i.e.,
the metric invariance model) should not be significantly worse than the fit of the baseline model.
As shown in Table 3, the results of full metric invariance test indicated that there was a significant
increase in chi-square between the model of configural invariance (model 1) and the model of full
metric invariance (model 2) (Δχ 2 (48) = 93.124, p < .001), although the fit did not decrease much in
terms of the alternative fit indices (CFI = .932, TLI = .927, RMSEA = .070). Examination of the factor
loadings across three different countries revealed that the significant increase in chi-square in the
metric model might be due to a lack of invariance of factor loadings associated with “information
control strategies.” Thus, full metric invariance was not supported.
To test for partial metric invariance, the constraints on these parameters (sources of invariance) were sequentially relaxed, starting with the loading that had the largest differences across
the three countries. We found that the chi-square of our partial metric invariance model was no
longer significantly worse than the fit of the baseline model after two factor loadings were set free
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(Δχ 2 (44) = 56.963, p = .09). The statistics for overall fit of this model are reported in Table 3
(see model 3). TLI and RMSEA slightly improved over the baseline model. Thus, partial metric
invariance (with only two out of 30 invariance constraints relaxed) is supported. We tried relaxing additional factor loadings, but this did not result in improved model fit. Hence, we decided to
choose the initial partial metric invariance model (model 3) in which the factor loadings of two
indicators of “information control strategies” (i.e., “I adjust content of my post based on who I
think will see it,” and “I limit what I share on Facebook to what is appropriate for all my friends to
see”) were freely estimated across the three countries. Byrne [14] and Dimitrov [36] suggested that
invariance in up to 20% of parameters is acceptable when conducting multiple group comparisons.
As such, we can claim that our measurement model is “partially metric invariant,” and can be used
for comparing effects between countries (as we will do in 5.4).
Third, we tested scalar invariance model in which both factor loadings and intercepts were constrained to be equal across the three countries. When invariance of loadings and intercepts is
demonstrated (i.e., scalar invariance), the scores given to indicators produce the same factor scores
across groups. As such, scalar invariance allows mean-level comparisons between countries. Given
that only partial metric invariance was achieved in the previous analyses, only the intercepts of
the invariant factor loadings were constrained to be equal across countries. In other words, we
only tested the equivalence of intercepts (i.e., scalar invariance) for which metric invariance holds
because different slopes (e.g., information control items) can create different intercepts as an artifact. As such, the intercepts for “Information Control” were relaxed in our scalar invariance model
(model 4). Scalar invariance was not supported (see model 4 in Table 2): the increase of chi-square
relative to partial metric invariance (model 3) was significant  χ 2 (46) = 79.193, p < .05, although
the fit did not decrease much in terms of the alternative fit indices.
To test for partial scalar invariance, the constraints on intercepts were sequentially relaxed, starting with the intercept that had the largest differences across the three countries. More specifically,
we relaxed intercepts for “Corrective Strategies” and “Audience Control” successively. The results
showed that relaxing these intercepts did not improve model fit. Hence, we chose model 3 (the
partial metric invariance model) as the best invariance model.
In sum, the results suggest that the measurement of collective privacy management differs significantly per country: there is partial metric invariance, but no scalar invariance. The latter suggests
that our measures of collective privacy management strategies cannot be used to make meanlevel comparisons between countries because starting points (i.e., intercepts) for different country
groups were not the same. We will need to improve our scales to be able to make such comparisons.
We can, however, compare the consequences of our collective privacy management measures (i.e.,
the amount, valence, and accuracy of disclosure) between countries.
5.4

Structural Model Comparison (RQ4)

In Section 5.2, we investigated the effect of the collective privacy management strategies on
information disclosure in our US sample. In the current section, we run similar structural models
for Singapore and Korea.4 Each model was trimmed by iteratively removing nonsignificant effects.
Figure 3 shows the resulting models. We find an acceptable model fit in both Singapore (CFI =
.93, TLI = .92, RMSEA = .066) and Korea (CFI = .92, TLI = .91, RMSEA = .072).
Corrective strategies have the same effect on the amount and valence of information disclosure
in Singapore as in the US, but in Korea there is no significant effect on the amount of information
disclosure. In contrast to the US where collaborative strategies have an effect on all three
4 Prior to testing the structural models, we tested the measurement model invariance of self-disclosure scales. Up to full
metric invariance was supported, so the comparison of structural models across countries is allowed.
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Fig. 3. Predictive models on the Korea and Singapore samples: paths in the diagrams represent significant impacts of CPM dimensions on self-disclosure. The impacts of privacy management strategies on selfdisclosure differ significantly per countries.

self-disclosure factors, collaborative strategies only have an effect on the amount of information
disclosure (and no significant effect on valence and accuracy) in Singapore, and in Korea collaborative strategies have no effect on information disclosure at all. Also in contrast to the US,
information control strategies have an effect on the accuracy of information disclosure (rather
than the amount and valence) in Singapore, and in Korea information control strategies only
have an effect on the amount of disclosure. Audience control strategies had no effects in the US;
in Singapore they have an effect on perceived control (although perceived control has no further
effect on information disclosure in this country). In Korea, audience control strategies have a
negative effect on the amount disclosure, as well as a positive effect that is mediated by perceived
control. In other words, Korean Facebook users who use the audience control strategy disclose
less information about themselves, although this strategy slightly increases their disclosure due to
a higher perceived control. Finally, network management strategies have no effect on the amount,
valence, and accuracy of information disclosure, just like in the US.
In sum, the results suggest that the effects of the collective privacy management measures on
the amount, valence, and accuracy of information disclosure differ significantly per country. With
the exception of the effect of corrective strategies on the valence of information disclosure, not
a single effect is significant in all three countries. This suggests that not only the measurement
of the collective privacy management strategies is different between countries (RQ3), but also the
consequences of the use of these strategies on users’ information disclosure (RQ4).5
6

DISCUSSION

Privacy is a multifaceted, evolving concept [3, 80], and measurement has been a key challenge for
proper evaluation, theorization, and prediction of privacy-related attitudes and behaviors [94, 95].
Also, the growth of multinational research on privacy [5, 17, 32, 71, 73] raises many important
5 It

is true that the significant associations between variables observed in this study could potentially be due to commonmethod biases, since all variables in this study were measured using a single source. It is suggested that common-method
biases are not a significant threat to validity when intercorrelations among variables are below .90. As noted earlier, the
highest factor correlation in our study was .80. We also checked multicollinearity in our regression model, which is problematic when variance inflation factors are above 5.00. We found that all variance inflation factors are below 1.57. These
results suggest that our study is not affected by common-method biases or multicollinearity.
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questions about the degree to which theory or research developed in one country can contribute
to our understanding of privacy practices in other countries. Given that most measurement or
research models of (collective) privacy practices have been developed in the US [24, 68, 97, 121,
122], research should not only critically examine the validity of these models but also investigate
the appropriateness of these models for explaining and predicting privacy attitudes and behaviors
across countries. The present study describes the results of the first large-scale effort to address
these issues simultaneously. The focus was on cross-culturally validating the measurement model
and causal pathways related to collective privacy management strategies. Specifically, this study
(a) revisits and extends the conceptual and operational definitions of collective privacy management; (b) empirically tests the validity of measurement and predictive models of collective privacy
management using multinational samples; and (c) explores the degree to which privacy research
developed in one country can be applied in other countries. In so doing, we advance the notion of
collective privacy management by addressing three crucial elements of theory development: the
refinement and extension of the theoretical constructs, the specification of their relationship with
theoretically associated constructs (i.e., the definition of the nomological network), and generalization across cultures.
To recap, we find that the refined measurement model of collective privacy management exhibits
desirable psychometric properties in the context of social media. The results also demonstrate
that the causal (structural) model using collective privacy management constructs fits the data
satisfactorily, and that these constructs can predict consequences, such as self-disclosure. Overall,
the findings suggest that our measurement model is a useful tool for analyzing collective privacy
management strategies and their consequences. However, the results of multiple group CFA also
show that the measurement model has only partial invariance, indicating that social media users
in different countries interpret the same measurement instruments in different ways. Also, crossnational comparisons of the structural model show that causal pathways from collective privacy
management strategies to privacy-related outcomes (such as self-disclosure and perceived control)
vary significantly across countries. Overall, the results suggest a cultural susceptibility of privacy
practices: differences were found in both the measurement model and the structural (causal) model
across three countries. In other words, we find that collective privacy management may have
cultural differences not only in its psychometric properties but also its consequences.
6.1

Cross-National Comparison of the Collective Privacy Management
Measurement Model

To address the conceptual concerns about privacy management in networked environments [79,
122, 123], this study provides a refined conceptual framework and measurement instrument for
scholars to use as a starting point when studying collective privacy management. We refined
and expanded the existing measurement model and instrument of collective privacy management, by adding two additional dimensions and enhancing existing dimensions with new items.
When the revised measurement model was examined separately in each country, the results of CFA
displayed adequate levels of model fit and construct validity, though we find relatively weaker convergent validity and discriminant validity for one construct: preventive strategies. The resulting
six-dimensional model of collective privacy management reported here provides useful insights
into the measurement of the relatively new and complex concept of collaborative privacy practices
in a networked environment. The study finds a core set of dimensions and items that represent
different aspects of collective privacy management.
Although the collective privacy management measurement model displayed adequate validity
within each of the three countries, we find only weak invariance of the model across the three
countries. Particularly, the results supported configural invariance and partial metric invariance
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but failed to support scalar invariance, suggesting that the exact meaning and scaling of collective
privacy management dimensions are likely to differ across cultures. Although further research
is needed, there are a few possible reasons why a measure can fail to achieve invariance. As for
partial metric invariance, it is possible that some items are more appropriate (or interpreted differently) in one country than in another. For instance, two items of information control strategies
(i.e., “I adjust the content of my post based on who I think will see it,” and “I limit what I share
on Facebook to what is appropriate for all my friends to see”) were found to be sources of metric
invariance. Specifically, factor loadings for these two items in Singapore (1.523, 1.417) were substantially higher than those in the US (1.047, .920) and Korea (1.009, .650). A possible reason might
be that Singaporian Facebook users are more sensitive to “self-censorship” because they live in a
more authoritarian society with higher surveillance. It can also be due to other differences in response sets such as propensity for some Asian cultures to avoid using extreme response categories
[21].6
As noted above, configural invariance and partial metric invariance observed in our study allow
for cross-cultural comparison of our (structural) research model. However, any comparison of
country means using traditional statistical procedures (such as MANOVA) would be premature
due to the lack of scalar invariance found in this study. Studying differences in prevalence or
preference of various types of collective privacy management strategies across cultures would
be an interesting topic for privacy researchers and managers. However, this type of comparative
analyses would be inappropriate or even erroneous given that no existing measure of collective
privacy management provides the evidence of scalar invariance across countries.
Overall, the findings illustrate that the assumption of measurement invariance cannot be taken
for granted in privacy research. Many privacy studies consider a single country (mostly the US),
tacitly assuming that the same instrument, measurement model, and predictive model can be applied (or generalized) to other countries. Our findings challenge this assumption, and warn us to
be skeptical about the cultural generalizability of studies with exclusively US participants. To wit,
if individuals in different countries have a different understanding of certain items, then we cannot
have confidence that empirical findings from one country can be generalized to another. Moreover,
we suggest that cross-cultural studies will have to conduct formal tests to ensure that any cultural
differences (or similarities) observed are not merely due to artifacts of measurement.
More generally, we argue that demonstration of invariance of a measurement instrument across
groups is a prerequisite condition if one wishes to compare groups and make meaningful inferences
about differences across groups. Otherwise, we may discover erroneous group differences that are
in fact artifacts of measurement, or we may miss true group differences that have been masked by
these artifacts [21]. Despite its importance, measurement invariance/comparability is implicitly assumed but rarely tested directly in most cross-cultural privacy research. In fact, the authors’ review
of articles on this topic from 1996 to 2016 indicate that out of 26 articles involving cross-cultural
comparisons of attitudes, values, and behavior pertaining to information privacy, only two privacy
studies [51, 64] tested measurement invariance across different cultural groups. The two studies
measured privacy concerns using relatively well-established instruments (e.g., IUIPC). Given that
collective privacy management is a relatively understudied concept and its measurement models
are novel, we argue that the assumption check of measurement model is thus even more important.
Taken together, this study raises serious concerns regarding the use of a single universal scale
of collective privacy management or making direct mean-level comparisons of collective privacy
management strategies across cultures. Hence, we suggest that prior to assessing collective
6 In fact, Korean respondents did not choose “7” for certain items. Similarly, only a few Singaporean and Korean respondents

chose “1: strongly disagree” or “7: strongly agree” for many items.
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privacy management strategies (or developing research models using the associated constructs) in
different countries, the measurement model should be corrected/adjusted/validated properly. Additional work (combining, omitting, and perhaps adding new culturally specific dimensions) would
be necessary in order to adapt and validate the collective privacy management measure across
countries. A similar approach would be needed when evaluating privacy enhancing technologies
or mechanisms developed to support collective privacy management practices across cultures.
6.2

Cross-national Comparison of the Collective Privacy Management
Predictive Model

To test the predictive validity of collective privacy management constructs, we developed a causal
model in which our six collective privacy management measures served as antecedents of four
outcome measures (i.e., three self-disclosure variables and perceived control). We employed SEM
to test these relationships. Like conventional linear regression, SEM does not “prove” causality,
but instead requires researchers to make assumptions about the causal direction in the model.
The relationship between privacy management strategies, perceived control, and self-disclosure is
based on substantive theoretical arguments that suggest that providing users with sufficient privacy control increases the amount and accuracy of their disclosures, and facilitates the disclosure
of negatively valenced posts.7
We compared the structural models across the three countries to check whether a research
model validated in one county is applicable to another. To recap, the results of SEM analyses show
that the structural models vary across our three country samples. Interestingly, the collective privacy management constructs play a larger role in predicting the outcome variables in the US than
in Singapore and South Korea.
These findings are generally in line with previous cross-cultural literature that distinguishes
between national cultures based on individualism and collectivism: Whereas individualists’
behaviors are determined by their own capacities, attributes, and internal beliefs (e.g., personal
control and competency), collectivists are more dependent on social situations and external
environments [38]. As such, we can expect a tighter relationship between privacy actions and
self-disclosure in the US sample to the extent that individuals’ decisions regarding self-disclosure
is determined by their own actions related to privacy. On the other hand, self-disclosure in
collectivistic cultures might be contingent on factors other than privacy management practices,
such as relational interdependency [52] and generalized reciprocity [23], leading to a relatively
weaker relationship between collective privacy management and self-disclosure.
Similarly, we find that the role of perceived control is more pronounced in the US. Perceived
control predicted all three types of self-disclosure in the US model but predicted only one type (i.e.,
amount) in the Korea model and none in the Singapore model. While the need for control seems
to be universal [8], personal control is more critical in individualistic cultures than in collectivistic
cultures [38] because the notions of agency, autonomy, and perceived control are more prominent
in individualistic cultures than in collectivistic cultures. It is worthwhile to note that perceived
control is predicted by collaborative strategies in the US model, whereas it is predicted by audience
control strategies in Singapore and South Korea. The findings suggest that US Facebook users are
likely to have a higher level of perceived control when they themselves (together with their friends)
engage in privacy actions. On the contrary, in Singapore and South Korea, perceived control is
more likely to be determined by privacy control mechanisms/affordances (i.e., privacy preference
settings to control audience groups) provided by the service provider (i.e., Facebook).
7 Future work could employ experimental designs or longitudinal studies to further test the causal relationships implied in
this study.
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Overall, the findings highlight methodological precautions and implications when conducting
intercultural privacy research. The practical implications of this study are that researchers should
do privacy studies in a single country only (and preferably only with long-time residents), or
should be methodologically very cautious when doing multi-country studies. Similarly, insights
about social media users found in a single country should not be automatically generalized to those
in other countries unless proper testing of assumptions and modification of measurement and research models are performed. For instance, when designing or developing new technical mechanisms or policies to support social media users’ privacy management, user testing/evaluation
should be done by including culturally diverse participants, and by employing culturally-modified
instruments, given the cultural sensitivity of privacy management found in this study. One may
even argue that the appropriate privacy mechanisms differ per cultural setting, which suggests
a need for localized privacy interfaces. We also suggest that the survey instrument developed
and validated in this study is useful when assessing multiple aspects of collective privacy management strategies. Because much of users’ private information is co-owned and co-managed in
social media and computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) settings, the survey instrument
can be utilized to examine how users of social computing technologies manage collective privacy
through different strategies. However, as noted above, we also recommend that researchers should
be aware of the cultural sensitivity of our survey questions.
7 LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
Like many multinational and intercultural studies, we explain cultural variations in privacy using
the notion of national cultures, such as individualism/collectivism. However, there are ongoing
debates about using nations as proxies for culture [75], and large multiethnic nations such as the
US and Singapore are a reminder of the limitations of this assumption. In research, cultural orientations such as individualism vs. collectivism, independent vs. interdependent self-construal, and
allocentrisim vs. ideocentrism can be measured at multiple levels [90, 91]. In our article, we choose
Hofstede’s definition that “culture is the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the
members of one group from others” [44, p. 6]. In this context, the group is at the nation level because national cultures, which people acquire in their earliest youth, are much deeper rooted in
the human mind than other group level cultures, such as school cultures, organizational cultures,
and so on.
The reason why our study conceptualizes individualism/collectivism as a characteristic at the
country level, is that individualism and collectivism are two separate dimensions at the individual
level (i.e., individuals carry both individualism and collectivism such that one person can be more
individualistic and more collectivistic at the same time) [53, 92, 109]. At the country level, on the
other hand, it is a unidimensional construct because a country can only be either individualistic
or collectivistic [54]. Given that our study’s focus is on methodological concerns when examining macro-level differences, national cultures rather than individual-level cultural orientations are
deemed more appropriate for our study.
In privacy research, it has been consistently shown that users in individualistic national
cultures have higher levels of privacy concerns than in collectivistic national cultures, and are
thus less likely to disclose personal information and more likely to adopt privacy management
behaviors [27, 61, 70, 72, 86, 100]. We thus follow the same way to use individualism to distinguish
the cultures in the three countries, US, Singapore, and South Korea. As noted earlier, according
to Hofstede’s cultural framework, US scores 91 on individualism, while Singapore and South
Korea score 20 and 18, respectively. Other cross-cultural research also shows that US has a
relatively individualistic culture and Singapore and South Korea have a relatively collectivistic
culture [22, 27, 28, 76, 81, 88]. Because culture consists of different values, orientations, norms,
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and characteristics that can be assessed at the microlevel and macrolevel, we suggest that future
studies should assess the construct of culture at both the national level and the individual level to
achieve a more holistic understanding on the cultural influence on privacy management.
In our study, we selected three countries (US, Singapore, and South Korea) to represent distinct
cultural values such as individualism and collectivism [44]. Indeed, previous work has shown that
differences in cultural values manifest themselves in unique approaches to privacy [27, 61, 70, 72,
86, 100], and that these countries can indeed serve as representatives for their respective cultures
when it comes to such effects [22, 27, 62, 88]. However, this does not rule out the possibility that
some of the differences we find between countries are in fact not cultural differences, but instead
caused by certain omitted variables that vary between our samples of these countries. We tested for
two possible omitted variables: gender and age. We first established measurement invariance for
both of these variables, and then considered structural effects. Gender did not differ significantly
between our country samples, and thus could not have explained the between-country differences
in the regression coefficients. Age did differ between our country samples, but none of the regression coefficients in our models changed by more than 10% when the samples were resampled in
a way that equalizes the distribution of age—except one.8 For more robust findings, future studies
should consider using additional factors (e.g., education, being a privacy victim) as covariates that
may intrinsically vary between countries [64]. Sampling from more countries to represent diverse
cultures is also recommended.
In this study, we focus on self-disclosure because it is the most common type of disclosure in the
context of Facebook. Numerous studies (including intercultural privacy studies) have examined
the relationship between privacy and self-disclosure [25, 48, 57, 58, 74, 106, 108], so we focus on
the same construct to make our findings relevant to previous studies. However, SNSs users also
share information about others, and future studies should broaden the concept to include this
important aspect of information disclosure.
This study demonstrates cross-cultural differences in collective privacy management both in
terms of the measurement model and predictive model. We point out methodological precautions
that must be taken in multinational privacy research and suggest methodological approaches to
address the problems. We suggest that more theoretical inquiries should be conducted to provide
fuller explanations for cross-cultural differences in collective privacy management observed in this
study. Whereas the study provides explanations for some research findings, there are a few results
that may require additional research for further explanations.
8

CONCLUSION

Social media are widely used across cultures, and it is important to understand users’ behavior in
different cultures and countries. Given that privacy remains a primary factor that inhibits their use
of social and collaborative technologies, it is imperative to know the types of privacy management
strategies that users from different cultures prefer or selectively employ. With these insights, practitioners and designers would be able to develop effective privacy support mechanisms, privacy
policies, and practices that are better suited for people from different cultures. The findings suggest that measurement can be a key barrier to our ability to understand privacy practices across
cultures or to interpret the findings of cross-cultural studies with confidence. Hence, more concerted efforts must be taken to develop a robust collective privacy management model that can be
used confidently across cultures.
8 The coefficient of the effect of collective strategies on the amount of disclosure dropped by 28% in the resampled Singapore
dataset, and was no longer significant.
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APPENDIX
A

MEASUREMENT ITEMS AND FACTOR LOADINGS
Construct
Collaborative

Corrective

Preventive

Information
control

Items
My friends and I negotiate “rules of thumb”
about sharing content concerning ourselves
My friends and I agree on “rules of thumb”
about sharing content concerning ourselves
Prior to disclosing content, my friends and I
discuss the appropriate privacy settings
I ask for approval before disclosing content
from those involved
My friends ask for approval before
uploading content concerning myself
I discuss the appropriate privacy settings
with my friends before creating a Facebook
group
I educate my friends about privacy issues
I untag myself from photos my friends
uploaded
I ask friends to remove content concerning
myself
I delete content posted about me by my
friends
My friends untag themselves from photos I
uploaded
My friends ask me to remove content
concerning themselves
I advise my friends to remove content
concerning themselves
I advise my friends to untag themselves
from photos others uploaded
I make use of friend lists to restrict the
audience of my posts to certain individuals
I use secret groups to share content about
my friends
I allow my Facebook friends to view only
the mutual friends they share with me
I use the timeline review function to control
what information appears on my timeline
Before posting on Facebook, I consider the
audience that will read my post
I adjust the content of my post based on
who I think will see it
I limit what I share on Facebook to only
what is appropriate for all of my friends to
see

Factor loading
KR
SG
US
0.795
0.814
0.878
0.749

0.870

0.838

0.865

0.878

0.924

0.845

0.838

0.820

0.893

0.86

0.898

0.910

0.903

0.921

0.770
0.849

0.785
0.789

0.812
0.885

0.927

0.797

0.951

0.933

0.905

0.912

0.821

0.810

0.887

0.841

0.741

0.847

0.896

0.805

0.844

0.879

0.802

0.879

0.730

0.740

0.678

0.654

0.566

0.660

0.741

0.831

0.754

0.621

0.756

0.806

0.909

0.705

0.845

0.883

0.890

0.732

0.673

0.877

0.738
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Network
management

Audience
control

Self-disclosure
(Amount)

Self-disclosure
(Accuracy)

Self-disclosure
(Valence)

H. Cho et al.
Items
I never accept invitation of people whom I
never met before
When I use Facebook, I ignore people whom
I never heard of and who try to contact me
I don’t use Facebook to make contact with
people whom I never heard of
I adjust the privacy settings to control who
can view my profile on Facebook
I adjust the privacy settings to control who
can view my posts on Facebook
I adjust the privacy settings to control who
can contact me using Facebook
I adjust the privacy settings to control who
can post on my timeline
I adjust the privacy settings to control who
can see my timeline
I adjust the privacy settings to control tags
that people add and tagging suggestions
I frequently talk about myself on Facebook
I often discuss my feelings about myself on
Facebook
I usually write about myself extensively on
Facebook
I often express my personal beliefs and
opinions
I disclose my close relationship with other
people on Facebook
I often disclose my concerns and fears on
Facebook
My postings on Facebook about my
feelings, emotions, and experiences are
always accurate self-perceptions
I always feel completely sincere when
reveal my own feelings and experiences on
Facebook
I often reveal more undesirable things about
myself than desirable things on Facebook
I usually disclose negative things about
myself on Facebook
I normally reveal my “bad” feelings I have
about myself on Facebook

Factor loading
KR
SG
US
0.856
0.795
0.827
0.980

0.911

0.927

0.882

0.810

0.694

0.781

0.890

0.873

0.914

0.879

0.840

0.927

0.832

0.858

0.922

0.956

0.921

0.914

0.904

0.947

0.815

0.938

0.870

0.868
0.917

0.862
0.931

0.803
0.820

0.927

0.890

0.856

0.681

0.805

0.839

0.660

0.705

0.712

0.805

0.763

0.774

0.894
0.904

0.808
0.756

0.893
0.806

0.901

0.835

0.822

0.947

0.943

0.926

0.885

0.948

0.898

Notes: Factor loadings are standardized and based on CFA for each country sample.
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B INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG ALL LATENT FACTORS
M (SD)

1

1. Collaborative

3.824
(1.467)

.861

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2. Corrective

2.695
(1.332)

.418

.878

3. Preventive

4.151
(1.278)

.655

.405

.719

4. Information
control

5.496
(.979)

.350

.112

.482

.803

5. Network
management

5.281
(1.412)

− .010

− .026

.150

.293

.858

6. Audience
control

5.118
(1.273)

.216

.088

.418

.331

.303

.900

7. Amount

3.264
(1.390)

.347

.265

.310

− .035

− .142

.036

.819

8. Accuracy

3.919
(1.368)

.141

.070

.172

.146

.009

.141

.591

.852

9. Valence

2.571
(1.414)

.295

.403

.278

− .079

− .096

.008

.656

.419

9

.903

Notes: The bold numbers in the diagonal row are square roots of the average variance extracted (AVE).

C SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES RELATED TO PRIVACY, SELF-DISCLOSURE,
AND PRIVACY/INFORMATION CONTROL
Study
Acquisti and
Gross [1]

Method
Survey (N = 294)
with data mining,
college students in
the US

Brandtzæg,
Lüders, M. and
Skjetne [13]

In-depth interviews
(N = 16) and
explorative usability
tests, Norwegian
participants

Cao et al. [16]

A systematic review
of previous SNS
research published
in information
systems journals
(2004–2013)
Survey (N = 405),
undergraduate
students in Hong
Kong

Cheung, Lee, and
Chan [25]

Key findings
Privacy concerns is a weak predictor of
actual privacy-related information disclosure
on Facebook.
Privacy concerned individuals join Facebook
and reveal great amounts of personal
information.
Having too many Facebook “friends” and
having access to different social capital
disrupt the sharing process due to
experiences of social surveillance, context
collapse, and distributed control of
interpersonal privacy.
Several key themes emerged. Privacy is an
important factor related to trust and
interpersonal relationship.

Social influence is the strongest factor
affecting self-disclosure in social networking
sites, followed by perceived benefits.
However, perceived privacy risk does not
have any significant impact on
self-disclosure.
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Study
Christofides,
Muise and
Desmarais [29]

Method
Survey (N = 343),
Undergraduate
students in Canada

Christofides,
Muise and
Desmarais [30]

Survey (N = 573),
288 Canadian
adolescents and 285
adults

Debatin et al.
[34]

Survey (N = 119),
US college students
and in-depth
interviews (N = 8)

Dienlin and
Metzer [35]

Survey (N = 1156)
nationally
representative
Facebook users in
the US

Gross and
Acquisti [41]

Data mining of US
university students’
Facebook profiles
(N = 4540)

Hargittai and
Marwick [43]

Focus-group
interviews (N = 40),
US university
students

Key findings
Information disclosure and control on Facebook
are different processes that are affected by
different aspects of personality. Information
disclosure and information control were not
significantly correlated. While disclosure was
significantly predicted by the need for
popularity, levels of trust and self-esteem
predicted information control.
Differences in information disclosure and
privacy behavior between young and old
Facebook users were found. Adolescents
reported disclosing more information on
Facebook and using the privacy settings less
than adults.
Users claimed to understand privacy issues, yet
reported uploading large amounts of personal
information. Risks to privacy invasion were
ascribed more to others than to the self, a
phenomenon related to the third-person effect.
Self-disclosure and self-withdrawal (e.g., content
removal) are distinct from each other. Privacy
benefits increased self-disclosure whereas
privacy self-efficacy positively predicted
self-withdrawal. Privacy concern has significant
effects on disclosure (negative effect) and
withdrawal (positive effect).
Facebook users generally provided personal
data. Limiting privacy preferences are hardly
used; only a small number of members change
the default privacy preferences, which are set to
maximize the visibility of users’ profiles.
Contrary to the notion of privacy paradox,
young adults understand and care about the
potential risks associated with disclosing
information online and engage in at least some
privacy-protective behaviors on social media.
However, they feel that once information is
shared, it is ultimately out of their control due
to the networked nature of privacy online.
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Study
Hajil and Lin [42]

Method
Survey (N = 500),
college students in
the US

Joinson et al. [48]

Study 1: Survey (N =
759), Online
panelists
Study 2: Experiment
(N = 180)

Keith et al. [49]

Experiments,
Study 1 (N = 509) US
college students
Study 2 (N = 380) US
college students and
their acquaintances
Survey (N = 529),
British and French
working
professionals

Posey et al. [86]

Special and
Li-Barber [96]

Survey (N = 127), US
undergraduate
students

Stutzman et al.
[102]

Longitudinal
analysis of panel
data of CMU
Facebook users (n =
over 20,000)
Survey (N = 2789),
US undergraduate
students

Tsay-Vogel et al.
[112]

Zlatolas et al.
[124]

Survey (N = 828),
Facebook users in
Slovenia

17:27

Key findings
Perceived control has positive effects on
information-sharing behavior in Facebook by
reducing perceived privacy risk and increasing
positive attitude toward information sharing.
Participants’ dispositional privacy concerns, as
well as their level of trust in the requestor of
personal information, and perceived privacy
during the interaction, predicted whether or not
they acceded to the request for personal
information.
Self-efficacy has a direct impact on mobile app
users’ initial trust in location-based app vendors,
as well as their perceived risk of disclosing
information. Perceived risk negatively influences
information disclosure.
Positive social influence to use an online
community increases online community
self-disclosure; reciprocity increases
self-disclosure; online community trust increases
self-disclosure; and privacy risk beliefs decrease
self-disclosure. Meanwhile, a tendency toward
collectivism increases self-disclosure.
Levels of self-disclosure, but not privacy levels,
were associated with greater levels of
satisfaction with Facebook.
Females have higher privacy settings on
Facebook than males.
Over time Facebook users exhibited increasingly
privacy-seeking behavior, progressively
decreasing the amount of personal data shared
publicly with unconnected profiles in the same
network.
This study examines the effects of Facebook use
on privacy perceptions and self-disclosure
behaviors across a 5-year period from 2010 to
2015. Findings support the socializing role of
Facebook in cultivating more relaxed privacy
attitudes, subsequently increasing self-disclosure
in both offline and online contexts.
Privacy control has a positive indirect effect on
self-disclosure on Facebook by reducing privacy
concern.

Notes: This is not an exhaustive list of privacy studies, and we only summarize the findings related to our study.
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